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Abstract

Purpose: Breast cancer screening by mammography and clinical breast exam are commonly used for early tumor detection. Previous cost-effectiveness studies considered mammography alone or did not account for all relevant costs. In this study, we assessed the cost-effectiveness of screening schedules recommended by three major cancer organizations and compared them with alternative strategies. We considered costs of screening examinations, subsequent work-up, biopsy, and treatment interventions after diagnosis.

Methods: We used a microsimulation model to generate women’s life histories, and assessed screening and treatment effects on survival. Using statistical models, we accounted for age-specific incidence, preclinical disease duration, and age-specific sensitivity and specificity for each screening modality. The outcomes of interest were quality-adjusted life years (QALY) saved and total costs with a 3% annual discount rate.

Background

Breast cancer remains the most common malignancy affecting women in North America. Early detection and improved treatment options have contributed to the persistent decline in the breast cancer mortality rate between 1990 and 2000 (1, 2). Mammography and clinical breast exam (CBE) are conventional screening modalities recommended by cancer societies in the United States. Currently, there is no consensus on the optimal approach to screening, including frequency, starting age, and examination modality. The American Cancer Society (ACS) recommends annual mammography for women ages 40 years and older, and CBE triennially beginning at age 20 years, and annually beginning at age 40 years. The National Cancer Institute (NCI) recommends mammography every 1 to 2 years, and the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommends mammography, with or without CBE, every 1 to 2 years for women ages 40 years and older. Because of the controversy over the recommendations, evaluating these screening strategies and other feasible alternatives to determine the optimum in terms of the tradeoff between costs and benefits is critical.

Although two of the major guidelines suggest CBE in combination with mammography, almost all cost-effectiveness studies have focused on mammography alone (3-14) but not the combined use of mammography with CBE. Recent studies have shown that periodic CBE combined with mammography improves the overall screening sensitivity compared with mammography alone (15-18). As part of the annual well-woman examination, CBE is easy to administer and cheaper than mammography, making it a sensible complement to mammography. Biennial mammography coupled with annual CBE was cost-effective compared with 47 alternative screening strategies, in an analysis using only the cumulated cost of screening examinations (19).

To date, there is little research evaluating the cost-effectiveness of breast cancer screening programs combining mammography and CBE while incorporating costs other than screening examinations, including costs 3/3/09.
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Purpose: Breast cancer screening by mammography and clinical breast exam are commonly used for early tumor detection. Previous cost-effectiveness studies considered mammography alone or did not account for all relevant costs. In this study, we assessed the cost-effectiveness of screening schedules recommended by three major cancer organizations and compared them with alternative strategies. We considered costs of screening examinations, subsequent work-up, biopsy, and treatment interventions after diagnosis.

Methods: We used a microsimulation model to generate women’s life histories, and assessed screening and treatment effects on survival. Using statistical models, we accounted for age-specific incidence, preclinical disease duration, and age-specific sensitivity and specificity for each screening modality. The outcomes of interest were quality-adjusted life years (QALY) saved and total costs with a 3% annual discount rate.

Background

Breast cancer remains the most common malignancy affecting women in North America. Early detection and improved treatment options have contributed to the persistent decline in the breast cancer mortality rate between 1990 and 2000 (1, 2). Mammography and clinical breast exam (CBE) are conventional screening modalities recommended by cancer societies in the United States. Currently, there is no consensus on the optimal approach to screening, including frequency, starting age, and examination modality. The American Cancer Society (ACS) recommends annual mammography for women ages 40 years and older, and CBE triennially beginning at age 20 years, and annually beginning at age 40 years. The National Cancer Institute (NCI) recommends mammography every 1 to 2 years, and the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommends mammography, with or without CBE, every 1 to 2 years for women ages 40 years and older. Because of the controversy over the recommendations, evaluating these screening strategies and other feasible alternatives to determine the optimum in terms of the tradeoff between costs and benefits is critical.

Although two of the major guidelines suggest CBE in combination with mammography, almost all cost-effectiveness studies have focused on mammography alone (3-14) but not the combined use of mammography with CBE. Recent studies have shown that periodic CBE combined with mammography improves the overall screening sensitivity compared with mammography alone (15-18). As part of the annual well-woman examination, CBE is easy to administer and cheaper than mammography, making it a sensible complement to mammography. Biennial mammography coupled with annual CBE was cost-effective compared with 47 alternative screening strategies, in an analysis using only the cumulated cost of screening examinations (19).

To date, there is little research evaluating the cost-effectiveness of breast cancer screening programs combining mammography and CBE while incorporating costs other than screening examinations, including costs...
of diagnostic follow-up due to abnormal examinations, treatment, and posttreatment costs after diagnosis. Although some studies have included treatment costs subsequent to diagnosis (3, 8-11, 13, 20), they have often been limited to specific age cohorts or subgroups (e.g., women older than 65 years). Few studies have considered costs for biopsy or work-ups, or directly addressed the issue of false-positive examinations, and of those that have, none have combined the modalities of mammography and CBE.

We conducted a comprehensive microsimulation analysis investigating 10 breast cancer screening strategies combining mammography and CBE that encompass a variety of realistically feasible programs, including recommendations from the NCI, ACS, and USPSTF. We included the cumulated cost of screening exams and subsequent medical costs, including diagnostic follow-up with potential biopsy examination, and treatments during three different phases after diagnosis for each investigated strategy. Our measure of benefits was expected quality-adjusted life years (QALY).

Models and Data Input

We used Monte Carlo simulation to generate each woman’s life history, following a previously published model structure (21). We generalized the models to incorporate costs of work-up procedures due to false-positive examinations and treatments (Fig. 1). Data inputs for each component in the model were estimated from published studies or randomized breast cancer screening trials. We describe new components to the model in detail below, and briefly discuss existing components; further details may be found in the literature (19, 21).

We considered 10 screening strategies, plus a strategy of no screening. These strategies focus on realistic screening intervals, and include the recommended strategies from the ACS, NCI, and USPSTF. We varied time intervals between exams in different age cohorts to accommodate the age-dependency of incidence, sensitivity, and sojourn time.

The outcomes were expected QALYs and expected total medical costs per woman, each discounted at 3% annually beginning at age 20 y. We compared screening strategies using incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICER) in an incremental analysis (22, 23). Screening strategies were rank ordered by increasing cost, and we used simple dominance to rule out strategies that are more costly but less effective than an alternative. The ICER was calculated for each strategy by dividing the difference in cost by the difference in benefit compared with the next least expensive strategy. Strategies with lower effectiveness and higher ICER were ruled out by extended dominance and the ICER was recalculated after their elimination (23). ICERS for the strategies not ruled out by dominance (efficient or cost-effective strategies) are interpreted as the ratio of additional cost per QALY saved compared with the next least-expensive alternative.

Natural History Model

We generate a birth cohort of 500,000 women by Monte Carlo simulation, where the cohort size is chosen so that the SE of the gain in QALYs compared with no screening is <0.2 d for all 10 strategies. Each woman’s natural history is simulated independently. Prevalent cases are simulated according to age-specific incidences of breast cancer. Among women who develop breast cancer, we generate their natural histories of the disease over time. In the natural history model, we assume four relevant states of the progressive disease, as described by Zelen and Feinleib (24): disease-free or asymptomatic

---

**Figure 1.** Model structure for evaluating costs of screening, work-up, biopsy, and treatment for breast cancer. $, accrual of costs; + or −, positive or negative test result.
state \((H)\), detectable preclinical state \((P)\), clinical state \((C)\), and death state \((D)\). For women who have the disease, we simulate their preclinical durations and ages at onset of clinical disease based on an assumed distribution and published data, respectively, and survival time, based on simulated age and tumor characteristics at detection.

The latent ages at onset of preclinical disease must be derived given age-specific incidence of clinical disease and preclinical sojourn time. We may easily obtain the age-specific incidences of breast cancer, which are observable and well-documented, and we use age-specific estimates from an analysis by Moolgavkar et al. (25). On the other hand, transition into the preclinical state is an unobservable event. We must therefore numerically derive the age-specific incidences of preclinical disease through a deconvolution approach described in Parmigiani (26), given the age-specific incidence of clinical disease and the sojourn time distribution.

We use the commonly used exponential distribution with an age-dependent component where the mean sojourn time, \(\mu\), depends on age at onset of preclinical disease. Uncertainty is incorporated through an inverse gamma prior for \(\mu\) with scale and shape parameters that match the estimated mean and \(SD\) from the Canadian National Breast Screening Study trials, where the mean sojourn time (and \(SD\)) for ages \(<50\) y was 1.9 (1.2) y, and 3.1 (0.94) y for ages \(\geq50\) y (15). Thus, a random sojourn time is simulated for each subject depending on her age at onset of preclinical disease.

We modeled tumor growth by tumor volume–doubling time under the exponential growth model (27). We assume that the threshold diameter for a tumor to be detectable by screening is 0.5 cm (28), and that the diameter at which breast cancer becomes clinically manifested is 2 cm or more, based on data from the Canadian National Breast Screening Study trials (29). Depending on the number of tumor volume doublings between the minimum detectable tumor volume and the clinically symptomatic tumor volume, we calculate the doubling time \((DT)\) for each woman as a quotient of the woman’s sojourn time and the number of doublings. We then obtain each woman’s tumor volume at diagnosis \((TV)\), a random quantity that depends on the woman’s individual time spent in the preclinical state at the time of detection (time in \(P\)): \(TV = \text{minVol} \times 2^{\text{#doublings}}\), where \(\text{minVol}\) is the minimum detectable tumor volume and \(\text{#doublings}\) is time in \(P/DT\).

Predicted survival times were based on age, tumor characteristics at diagnosis, and treatment. We used actuarial tables of a 1960 birth cohort from the U.S. Census Bureau database to determine whether a woman would die from breast cancer or from a competing risk.

**Screening Impacts and Diagnostic Procedures**

Evidence indicates that mammography sensitivity depends on tumor size and age at screening (15, 18, 28, 30-32). We modeled such dependence using a logit model, where the coefficients are determined using published age- and tumor size-dependent sensitivity estimates (32) and, similarly, age-dependent false-positive rate estimates for mammography (33). Because insufficient evidence indicates that CBE sensitivity depends on age or tumor size, we used average values with uncertainty for CBE sensitivity and specificity (34). We accounted for random variation in sensitivity and specificity within the cohort, consistent with previous screening trials (15, 34).

According to the National Comprehensive Cancer Network Breast Cancer Screening and Diagnosis Guidelines, women with positive or abnormal screening examinations are recalled for further work-up. A recalled woman receives a diagnostic mammography or ultrasound, then biopsy if the diagnostic test is positive. The recall rate after a positive initial screening examination ranges from 1% to 17% (35, 36). We used diagnostic mammography as the form of work-up, with sensitivity and specificity estimates from the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium. For a woman whose tumor is detected symptomatically, a diagnostic mammography and breast biopsy are also given to confirm the disease status. Women in the preclinical state who are never diagnosed are assumed to have died of other causes. For women who receive a false-positive mammography, a follow-up mammography will be provided 6 mo after screening.

With the given data input and model assumptions, our simulated average sensitivities, specificity’s, and recall rates by screening modality and age group were within the range of reported estimates. The overall sensitivity and false-positive rate using both mammography and CBE were calculated assuming the independence of the two modalities (37).

**Treatment and Prediction of Survival**

Treatments were provided according to general guidelines from the NIH given tumor characteristics at diagnosis (38). The number of nodes at diagnosis was predicted by a Poisson linear model given age and tumor size using Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results registry data (39). A truncated Poisson distribution was then used to constrain the number of nodes involved in a screen-detected case to be more than that of the same case at the expected time of clinical manifestation. Due to limited knowledge of the connection of tumor estrogen receptor (ER) status with other risk factors, we simulated ER status independently, allowing 70% to be ER positive, according to the general population.

Given tumor size and number of nodes, stage of disease was determined using the tumor-node-metastasis staging system (40). According to the treatment guidelines, patients with stage I to IIIA breast cancer should receive breast conserving surgery (BCS) or mastectomy with or without radiation. We simulated surgery and radiation procedures according to recent studies, given disease stage at diagnosis (41, 42). Administration of tamoxifen, chemotherapy, or a combination was simulated in accordance with observed U.S. dissemination patterns based on age, stage of disease, and ER status at diagnosis (43).

---
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To estimate survival, measured from the time of diagnosis, we used a Cox regression model on age, ER status, primary tumor size, and number of nodes at diagnosis. We estimated covariate coefficients in the predictive survival model based on a combined analysis of four Cancer and Leukemia Group B trials (26, 44-46). We used hazard reduction estimates due to treatment effects (43) and quality of life adjustments according to the type of adjuvant treatment (Table 1; refs. 26, 47).

Costs

Total medical costs (Table 2) included costs of screening, including mammography and CBE, and diagnostic mammography (48, 49). It should be noted that the cost used for CBE reflects the cost of the screening procedure alone, and not the total cost of a comprehensive well-woman examination. Additional costs include biopsy and treatments, where the cost of biopsy was a weighted average of costs of common biopsy procedures (48). We included costs of primary surgery (BCS or mastectomy with or without radiation), and adjuvant chemotherapy with or without tamoxifen as part of the initial phase of care, followed by continuing care, and terminal phase (10, 50). The initial phase included the first 12 months after diagnosis, and the terminal phase covered the last 12 months before death. The continuing-care phase included the duration between the end of the initial phase and beginning of the terminal phase, or a maximum of 25 years if the woman dies from competing risks. We included indirect costs from lost productive time through lost wages by age (51) for women who die.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Hazard reduction by age</th>
<th>Quality-of-life adjustment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>50–59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen ER+</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen ER-</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The initial phase of care includes any adjuvant chemotherapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Components</th>
<th>Cost ($)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screening-related Costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammography (bilateral)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>(48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBE</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>(49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic mammography (unilateral)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>(48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast biopsy</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>(48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment-related costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen/5 y</td>
<td>7,553</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjuvant chemotherapy/1 y (initial phase)</td>
<td>5,618</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly terminal phase costs (non-BC)</td>
<td>2,775</td>
<td>(50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly costs by phase and stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td>2,688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>2,636</td>
<td>3,088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III/IV</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3,391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing-care phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III/IV</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal phase (BC death)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>3,904</td>
<td>3,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>2,936</td>
<td>3,810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III/IV</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3,773</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The initial phase of care includes any adjuvant chemotherapy.
We conducted two one-way sensitivity analyses. Because average sensitivity and specificity values for community-based CBE are different from estimates obtained in randomized clinical trials, we used a lower sensitivity and a higher specificity according to community-based estimates (34). In a separate sensitivity analysis, we predicted survival using age- and stage-specific estimates calculated from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results database, used in the Cancer Intervention and Surveillance Modeling Network models (52). In contrast to the original model, detailed tumor characteristics do not individually contribute to the survival estimate.

**Results**

The 10 screening strategies and results are listed in Table 3. Strategy A, for example, gives mammography and CBE every 2 years, and strategy B gives mammography and CBE in alternating years, both from ages 40 to 79 years. The results showed that although every screening strategy extended life expectancy compared with no screening, some were more efficient with a lower cost per QALY saved than the alternatives: strategies A, D, F, I, and J, in order of increasing expense. Among them, biennial mammography and CBE in alternating years from ages 40 to 79 years (A) saved ~13 days of life for an additional $1,300, equivalent to $35,500 to save a year of life compared with no screening. The next cost-effective alternative was strategy D, with biennial mammography and annual CBE from ages 40 to 79 years, which saved 1.8 additional days of life for $400, compared with strategy A. By replacing biennial with annual CBE in strategy A, it costs $90,100 to save an additional year of life compared with strategy A. The most expensive strategy J saved only a half day for an additional $5,500 compared with strategy I, with a very high ICER of over $3.9 million per QALY saved. Other strategies were eliminated by simple or extended dominance because of their inefficiency.

The tradeoff between total costs and expected QALYs for each screening strategy is visualized in a tradeoff plot (Fig. 2), corresponding to the results in Table 3. Dominated strategies decrease below the line connecting the nondominated alternatives, representing the efficiency frontier. The most expensive (and effective) strategy J, on the upper right corner of the efficiency frontier, is the current recommendation from the ACS. Compared with the alternatives, the gain in QALYs is small considering the large cost difference.

**Sensitivity Analysis**

When alternative sensitivity and specificity values were used for CBE, the results showed lower overall gains in QALYs and costs compared with the original analysis (Table 4). These changes may be explained by a delay in disease detection caused by the lower exam sensitivity, which leads to shorter survival. The reduction in medical costs is a result of fewer unnecessary work-ups and biopsy procedures due to the higher specificity. It is not surprising that strategy C, which does not use CBE and was not cost-effective before, became more cost-effective, because using CBE as a complement to mammography is less effective when the sensitivity of CBE is low. The intensity of mammography becomes more important in strategies complemented by CBE, which explains why strategies D and G, which were cost-effective in the original analysis, become dominated.

Under the alternative survival model, the gain in QALYs compared with no screening seems smaller than premature from breast cancer. We converted all costs to year 2004 U.S. dollars using the medical care component of the Consumer Price Index.9

NOTE: Costs and QALYs are discounted at 3%. →, dominated strategies. Current recommended strategies are shown in boldface. Total cost, mean total cost per woman in the complete cohort, rounded to the nearest $100; QALYs, mean total expected QALYs per woman from age 20 in the complete cohort. ICER, incremental cost/incremental QALYs gained compared with next least-expensive strategy. A, NCI/USPSTF; C, NCI; I, NCI/USPSTF; J, ACS.

Abbreviations: MM, mammography; intv, time interval between examinations (in years).
that in the original analysis. Because disease stages do not capture detailed tumor characteristics, this model may not predict survival as accurately as the original model, which may explain the observed difference in survival. It is likely for a woman to be defined in the same disease stage at screening and clinical detection, despite any progression in tumor size or nodal status, making the survival estimates in both cases more similar.

Compared with the original analysis, strategies C and G shifted and became cost-effective, whereas strategies D and F were not.

Discussion

This study is the first to comprehensively evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the combined use of mammography and CBE in breast cancer early detection while accounting for costs of screening, work-up, biopsies due to true or false-positive examinations, and treatments. We assessed current recommended guidelines from three major cancer organizations and compared them with other realistic strategies that combine mammography and CBE with different starting ages and intervals.

Compared with the alternatives, two of the recommended strategies are cost-effective in general: the NCI/USPSTF recommendation of annual mammography and CBE from ages 40 to 79 years, and the most effective but expensive recommendation from the ACS that begins CBE at age 20 years, followed by mammography and CBE from ages 40 to 79 years. The NCI/USPSTF recommendation of annual mammography alone from ages 40 to 79 years is cost-effective when the sensitivity of CBE is low, according to community-based settings. The NCI/USPSTF guideline of mammography with CBE every 2 years was not an efficient strategy. A more cost-effective alternative is to provide mammography and CBE in alternating years, which leads to more savings in QALYs with similar costs. Alternating exam years allows for annual examinations with one of the two screening modalities.

The strategy recommended by the ACS was the most expensive and effective. If society is willing to pay the required costs to save an additional QALY, this strategy is favorable. Alternatively, the cheapest but also effective alternative would be to offer biennial mammography and CBE alternatively from ages 40 to 79 years (strategy A).

Among all the strategies, only strategy A fell under a commonly accepted cost-effectiveness threshold of $50,000/QALY (20, 53). Although this strategy is not as life saving as some other alternatives, the incremental gains in QALYs for the other efficient strategies D, F, I, and J are not very large in comparison (1.8, 2.8, 3.1, or 3.6 days), with extra costs of $400, $900, $1,200, or $6,700 compared with strategy A. Compared with A, strategy J costs over $680,000 for an added QALY. The large cost difference is explained by the early accumulation of costs and discounting beginning at age 20 years. Under realistic monetary constraints, we must consider this large added expense when cheaper but still effective strategies exist. This issue is debatable for ethical reasons and depends on how much society is willing to pay to save an additional year of quality-adjusted life.

Table 4. Results of sensitivity analyses assuming lower sensitivity and higher specificity for CBE, and assuming an alternative survival model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Total Cost ($)</th>
<th>QALYs (y)</th>
<th>Incremental QALYs gained</th>
<th>ICER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>13,100</td>
<td>27.3944</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>14,300</td>
<td>27.4239</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
<td>36,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>14,700</td>
<td>27.4288</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>58,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>14,900</td>
<td>27.4317</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>58,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>15,100</td>
<td>27.4335</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>250,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>15,400</td>
<td>27.4359</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>250,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>15,100</td>
<td>27.4345</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>250,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>15,300</td>
<td>27.4375</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>250,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>15,500</td>
<td>27.4396</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>250,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>20,800</td>
<td>27.4376</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>3,293,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures and tables have been integrated into the narrative text. The discussion is supported by data from Tables 4 and 5, which provide additional insights into the cost-effectiveness of different screening strategies.
Our model does not make any assumptions on the effectiveness of CBE on mortality reduction but relies on estimates of its sensitivity and specificity. The role of CBE in combination with mammography depends on these estimates. The sensitivity analyses showed that higher specificity for CBE leads to lower patient recall rates, which decreases unnecessary work-ups and biopsies. However, the lower sensitivity of CBE increases the false-negative rate and delays diagnosis. The performance of screening exams affects the timing of diagnosis, recall rate, and intensity of treatment, which all affect overall costs and survival. The choice of survival model also has significant effect on the results. In a survival model where small changes in tumor size or nodal status have little effect on survival, differences in years gained due to screening may be small. Regardless of these changes in model assumptions, only three strategies remained more effective for a lower cost per QALY saved compared with the alternatives: (a) A, biennial mammography and CBE in alternating years from ages 40-79 years; (b) I, annual mammography and CBE from ages 40-79 years; and (c) J, the most expensive strategy of screening beginning at age 20 years.

Our analysis includes both direct costs of screening and treatment, and indirect costs for lost wages for women who die prematurely of breast cancer. Although it may be contended that the inclusion of lost wages in such an analysis as this may result in the double-counting of losses, we argue that our quality-of-life adjustments are due to treatment only. Adjustments beyond the duration of treatment are minimal and thus may not fully account for wages that may be lost due to early death from breast cancer.

There are several limitations to our study. First, we considered average medical costs as constants and did not take into account the variation across institutions. However, we believe our cost inputs are sufficient for this comparative analysis. Second, the surgery pattern used may not represent the general population. However, it has been shown that long-term costs for mastectomy and BCS are not notably different (42). Third, the treatment options do not include recent changes such as third-generation endocrine therapies and axillary or sentinel lymph node dissection because these treatment patterns for the general population were not available in the literature. Other treatment options may be included in a future analysis.

Although we considered quality-of-life adjustments due to treatments, our analysis did not account for physical and emotional effects of screening, unnecessary work-ups, or biopsies. It is difficult to assign monetary values to such effects. Finally, our simulation model assumed full compliance of participants in a screening and treatment plan, which allowed us to evaluate the potential effectiveness of a screening program.

In summary, several alternative cost-effective strategies were found to be more efficient than the recommended guidelines, or to have lower costs with minimal loss of benefit. In place of current recommendations, biennial mammography and CBE in alternating years from ages 40 to 79 years was the cheapest cost-effective alternative. If enough funds are available to add annual CBEs to a screening program, the next cost-effective alternative is to offer biennial mammography and annual CBE from ages 40 to 79 years. Breast cancer screening strategies with lower costs and benefits comparable with those currently recommended should be considered for implementation in practice and for future guidelines.
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